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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to realize an authentication system which
satisfies four requirements for security, privacy protection, and usability, that is,
impersonation resistance against insiders, personalization, unlinkability in multi-
service environment, andmemory efficiency. The proposed system is the first sys-
tem which satisfies all the properties. In the proposed system, transactions of a
user within a single service can be linked (personalization), while transactions of
a user among distinct services can not be linked (unlinkability in multi-service en-
vironment). The proposed system can be used with smart cards since the amount
of memory required by the system does not depend on the number of services.
First, this paper formalizes the property of unlinkability in multi-service environ-
ment, which has not been formalized in the literatures. Next, this paper extends
an identification scheme with a pseudorandom function in order to realize an au-
thentication system which satisfies all the requirements. This extension can be
done with any identification scheme and any pseudorandom function. Finally,
this paper shows an implementation with the Schnorr identification scheme and a
collision-free hash function as an example of the proposed systems.

1 Introduction

With the increase of the number of services which a user would like to use, it is be-
coming more and more tedious for the user to establish and manage pairs of a user
name (pseudonym) and a password of multiple services. Hence much attention is re-
cently paid to authentication systems which enable users to use multiple services after
they register at a registration manager only once. For example, single-sign-on systems,
such as Shibboleth [2], OpenID [1], and so on, have been popular. In this paper, such a
system is calledan authentication system in multi-service environment.

The multi-service environment raises a new problem on privacy of users, that is, the
daily activity of a user can be revealed from information in multiple service providers.
Service providers usually maintain service logs of the transactions for the purpose of



the detection of abuse, audit, and diagnosis of problems, and they can collect their log
files and trace actions of a user from his/her transactions. This can be done if the same
pseudonym is associated with the same user and is used for multiple service providers.
In fact, a typical single-sign-on system is based on such an implementation, hence much
more information in various service providers can be collected due to leakages of the
service logs or illegal coalitions among multiple service providers. In order to solve the
problem, authentication systems should have the property that it is difficult to determine
whether multiple transactions in distinct service providers are related to the same user or
not (unlinkability in multi-service environment). There are some authentication systems
which satisfy unlinkability in multi-service environment, such as Janus [6], anonymous
credentials [4], and authentication systems based on group signatures [5].

Authentication systems which satisfy unlinkability in multi-service environment
can be classified according to the degree of unlinkability as follows.

– Transactions of a user can be linked within a service, while transactions of a user
among distinct services. can not be linked.

– Transactions of a user can not be linked even within a service.

From the viewpoint of privacy protection, the systems with the latter property are su-
perior to those with the former property. However, on the practical side, the systems
with the latter property have some disadvantages. Indeed, without identification of each
user, the purpose of service logs previously described cannot be achieved. Therefore,
the system with the latter property cannot be applied to “personalized services”, which
customize and provide the contents according to a user’s profile and preference. Ex-
amples of personalized services are personalized news and recommendation services.
In the systems with the former property, service providers can identify each user (Per-
sonalizasion), hence they can maintain the service logs of their users and personalized
service can be treated. In this paper, we focus on the systems with the former property.

Next, we consider how to maintain pairs of a pseudonym and a password. There
are two ways on how to maintain pairs, that is, (1) doing by himself and (2) delegating
the maintenance of the pairs to a trusted third party, such as a registration manager.
We focus on the case (1) in this paper. In the case (1), some trusted devices, such as
PCs and smart cards, are usually used for storing the pairs. A straightforward solution
that satisfies both unlinkability in multi-service environment and personalization is that
each user stores the table of the pairs of a pseudonym and a password for all service
providers. In this solution, the amount of memory required by the system is proportional
to the number of service providers. This solution would be efficient for systems with
PCs as they have enough amount of memory. However, in this paper we are interested
in situations where the portability of device of a user is indispensable, such as the use of
ATM machines. Hence we consider a smart card as a device of a user. Notice that, since
smart cards have much less memory than PCs, the above straightforward solution is
unsuitable for smart cards when the number of service providers is considerably large.
Therefore, it is important for any authentication system with smart cards to require
as little amount of memory as possible in order to store pseudonyms and passwords
(Memory efficiency)

The requirements for an authentication system considered in this paper are the fol-
lowing:



– Personalization: service providers can identify each user.
– Unlinkability in multi-service environment: it is difficult to determine whether two

transactions among distinct service providers are the same user’s or not.
– Memory efficiency: the amount of memory for pseudonyms and passwords does not

depend on the number of service providers.
– Impersonation resistance against insiders: even if an adversary is a service provider,

the adversary cannot impersonate a legitimate user.

In practical systems, the entities who try to impersonate a legitimate user are not only
eavesdroppers but also malicious service providers. Therefore, authentication systems
should have the property that an adversary cannot impersonate a legitimate user even if
the adversary is a service provider.

We propose the first authentication system which satisfies all the requirements pre-
viously described. We note that there is no authentication system satisfies all of the
requirements as far as we know. We show an extension of an identification scheme [7],
which includes a key generating algorithm and an identification protocol, and the pur-
pose of the extension is to realize the authentication system. The overview of our ex-
tended identification protocol is as follows:

– First, a user generates a pair of a pseudonym and a secret-key for each service
provider from the correspondingservice IDwith pseudorandom functions [8].

– Next, the user and the service provider follow an identification protocol.

In order to evaluate our extended identification scheme, we define the above require-
ments based on the computational theory and we prove that our extended identification
scheme satisfies all the requirements. To our knowledge, the definition of unlinkability
in multi-service environment has not been formalized based on the computational the-
ory, hence we show the first formalization of unlinkability in multi-service environment.
The definition of impersonation resistance in this paper is based on the formalization of
security of identification schemes in [7].

Related Work

Gabberet al. [6] proposed an authentication system, named Janus. In the Janus system,
a user generates a pair of a pseudonym and a password for each service provider from
his/her secret and the corresponding service ID with a cryptographic function. Hence
the amount of memory does not depend on the number of service providers. The Janus
system satisfies personarization, unlinkability in multi-service environment, and mem-
ory efficiency. However, the property of impersonation resistance was not much treated
in [6]. Both Juang [10] and Hwang & Shiau [9] proposed authentication systems in
multi-service environment with smart cards which satisfy memory efficiency. How-
ever, these systems cannot achieve unlinkability in multi-service environment. Liao and
Wang [11] proposed the anonymous authentication system in multi-service environment
with smart cards which have both memory efficiency and unlinkability in multi-service
environment. However, service providers cannot identify each user in the system. Sim-
ilarly, in anonymous credential systems [4] and in the systems based on group signa-
tures [5], service providers cannot identify each user.



Organization

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the definition of identification
schemes [7] and introduce its slight modification. In Section 3 we consider an extension
of identification schemes to the case where there are multiple service providers. We also
formalize the property of unlinkability in multi-service environment. Section 4 shows
our proposed identification scheme which satisfies impersonation resistance, unlinka-
bility, memory efficiency, and personalization. Section 5 describes an example of imple-
mentation of our authentication system based on the Schnorr identification scheme [12].
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Identification Scheme

In this paper, we show an extension of an identification scheme which realizes an
authentication system which satisfies all the requirements, that is, impersonation re-
sistance against insiders, personalization, unlinkability in multi-service environment,
and memory efficiency. In this section, we first show the definition of identification
schemes [7]. Next, we discuss the extension of the definition of identification schemes
based on the equality of the outputs of protocols.

2.1 Definitions

An interactive Turing machine(ITM) is a multi-tape Turing machine with read-only in-
put tapes, a read-and-write work tape, a write-only output tape, a pair of communication
tapes, and a read-and-write switch tape consisting of a single cell. One communication
tape is read-only and the other is write-only.

Two ITMsA andB are said to be linked if

– an input tape ofA coincides with an input ofB,
– the read-only communication tape ofA coincides with the write-only communica-

tion tape ofB, and vice versa, and
– the switch tape ofA coincides with that ofB.

The shared input tape is called thecommon input tapeof the two ITMs, while the other
tapes are called anauxiliary input tape. A joint computationof two linked ITMs is a
sequence of pairs of the local configurations (that is, the state, the contents of the tapes,
and the positions of the heads) of the ITMs, where the configuration of one ITM is not
modified when the configuration of the other ITM is modified, which is realized by the
switch tape (if the content of the switch tape is 0, the configuration of the one ITM
is modified, and otherwise that of the another one is modified). The output of a joint
computation is the content of the output tape of one of the ITMs.

The output of a Turing machineA on an inputx is denoted byA(x). We denote
by 〈A,B〉 a joint computation of ITMsA andB, and by〈A(y),B(z)〉(x) its output
on a common inputx, an auxiliary inputy for A, and an auxiliary inputz for B. We
sometimes omit the brackets if the input tapes are blank. In the rest of this paper, we
sometimes call a Turing machineA an “algorithm”A, and a joint computation〈A,B〉 a
“protocol”. If A is a probabilistic algorithm,Ar(x) denotes the output ofA on an input
x and random coinsr. We denote byp(n) denotes any polynomial ofn ∈ N.



Definition 1. An identification schemeis a pair of a probabilistic polynomial-time al-
gorithmI and a protocol〈P,V〉 of two probabilistic polynomial-time ITMs such that:

– Viability: For anyn ∈ N, anyα ∈ {0, 1}n, and anys ∈ {0, 1}n,

Pr[〈P(s),V〉(α, Is(α)) = 1] = 1.

– Impersonation resistance against insiders:For any pair (B′,B′′) of probabilistic
polynomial-time ITMs, any sufficiently largen ∈ N, anyα ∈ {0, 1}n, and anyz,

Pr[〈B′′(z, T ),V〉(α, IS(α)) = 1] <
1

p(n)
,

whereS is a random variable uniformly distributed over{0, 1}n andT is a random
variable describing the output ofB′(z) after interacting withP(S), on common
input (α, IS(α)), for polynomially many times.

Then, the strings is called asecret-key, the stringα is called apseudonym, the
algorithmI is called averifying-key generating algorithm, the output ofI is called a
verifying-key, and the protocol〈P,V〉 is called anidentification protocol.

2.2 Extension Based on Equality of Output of Protocols

In this section, we extend the identification scheme by the equality of the outputs of
protocols. We also show the extended identification schemes which satisfies viability
and impersonation resistance.

For any protocol〈A,B〉 and any inputx, it is easy to see that there exists a protocol
〈A′,B′〉 such that

〈A,B〉(x) = 〈A′(x),B′(x)〉.

In addition, it is easy to see that there exists a protocol〈A′′,B′′〉 such that

〈A′(x),B′(x)〉 = 〈A′′(x),B′′〉.

The next lemma follows from the above arguments.

Lemma 1. For any identification protocol〈P,V〉, anyn ∈ N, anyα ∈ {0, 1}n, and
anys ∈ {0, 1}n, there exists a protocol〈P ′,V ′〉 such that

〈P(s),V〉(α, Is(α)) = 〈P ′(s, α),V ′〉(Is(α)).

For instance, the protocol〈P ′,V ′〉 can be constructed as follows:

1. P ′ is an ITM which readsα on the auxiliary input tape, writesα in the write-only
communication tape, and then behaves in the same manner asP.

2. V ′ is a modification ofV, which readsα on the read-only communication tape
instead of readingα on the common input tape.

The modified version of identification protocol〈P ′,V ′〉 is called theextended identifi-
cation protocolw.r.t. 〈P,V〉.



Lemma 2. If (I, 〈P,V〉) is an identification scheme and〈P ′,V ′〉 is the extended identi-
fication protocol w.r.t.〈P,V〉, theextended identification scheme(I, 〈P ′,V ′〉) satisfies
the following property: for any pair(B′,B′′) of probabilistic polynomial-time ITMs,
any sufficiently largen ∈ N, anyα ∈ {0, 1}n, and anyz,

Pr[〈B′′(z, T, α),V ′〉(IS(α)) = 1] <
1

p(n)
,

whereS is a random variable uniformly distributed over{0, 1}n and T is a random
variable describing the output ofB′(z) after interacting withP ′(S, α), on common
input (IS(α)), for polynomially times.

Proof. Assuming that there exists a pair(C′, C′′) of probabilistic polynomial-time ITMs
such that for someα′ ∈ {0, 1}n, somez′, and some polynomialq(n) of n,

Pr[〈C′′(z′, T ′, α),V ′〉(IS′(α′)) = 1] ≥ 1
q(n)

,

whereS′ is a random variable uniformly distributed over{0, 1}n andT ′ is a random
variable describing the output ofC′(z′) after interacting withP ′(S′, α′) on the common
input(IS′(α′)) for polynomially times. We can construct a pair(D′,D′′) of probabilis-
tic polynomial-time ITMs such that:

1. D′ is a modification ofC′, which readsα on the read-only communication tape
instead of readingα.

2. D′′ is an ITM which skips writingα on the write-only communication tape, and
then behaves in the same manner asC′′.

Then the distribution of the random variableT ′′, which describes the output ofD′ after
interacting withP(S′), equals the distribution ofT ′. According to previous 1 and 2, the
pair ofD′ andD′′ satisfies the following property:

Pr[〈D′′(z′, T ′),V〉(α, IS′(α′)) = 1] ≥ 1
q(n)

.

This is contradictory to Definition 1. 2

The next theorem follows from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2:

Theorem 1. If (I, 〈P,V〉) is an identification scheme and〈P ′,V ′〉 is the extended
identification protocol w.r.t.〈P,V〉, the extended identification scheme(I, 〈P ′,V ′〉)
satisfies the following property:

– Viability : for anyn ∈ N, anyα ∈ {0, 1}n, and anys ∈ {0, 1}n,

Pr[〈P ′(s, α),V ′〉(Is(α)) = 1] = 1.

– Impersonation resistance against insiders: for any pair (B′,B′′) of probabilistic
polynomial-time ITMs, any sufficiently largen ∈ N, anyα ∈ {0, 1}n, and anyz,

Pr[〈B′′(z, T ),V ′〉(IS(α)) = 1] <
1

p(n)
,

whereS is a random variable uniformly distributed over{0, 1}n andT is a random
variable describing the output ofB′(z) after interacting withP ′(S, α) on common
inputIS(α), for polynomially many times.



3 Extension of Identification Scheme for Multi-Service
Environment and Unlinkability in Multi-Service Environment

In this section, we define identification schemes in multi-service environment by ex-
tending identification schemes of Definition 1. The key is the use of a set of functions
that map strings to strings. We also formalize the property ofunlinkability in multi-
service environment.

3.1 Extension of Identification Scheme for Multi-Service Environment

In order to describe identification schemes in multi-service environment, we introduce
user IDsandservice IDs, which aren-bit strings corresponding uniquely to users and
service providers, respectively. We consider a set of functions that map strings which
indicate service IDs to strings which indicate pseudonyms or secret-keys. For ease of
explanation, we consider only length-preserving functions. LetF be a set of functions
that mapn-bit strings ton-bit strings, that is,F = {fx : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n}x∈{0,1}n ,
wherex ∈ {0, 1}n indicates a user ID.

Let F andG be sets of functions mappingn-bit strings ton-bit strings. For any user
ID a and any service IDb, fa(b) andga(b) denote the secret-key and the pseudonym
corresponding to the pair(a, b), respectively.

Then, we defineidentification schemes in multi-service environment, which is a
quadruplet of a verifying-key generating algorithmI, an identification protocol〈P,V〉,
setsF , andG of functions. An identification scheme in multi-service environment is
constructed by replacing a secret-keys and a pseudonymα in Definition 1 withfa(b)
andga(b), respectively. An identification scheme in multi-service environment clearly
satisfies the property of viability in Definition 1.

3.2 Unlinkability in Multi-Service Environment

We define the property concerning privacy protection, which is calledunlinkability in
multi-service environment. Informally, this property means that it is difficult for any
adversaries to determine whether two pseudonyms (and secret-keys) for distinct service
IDs are generated from the same user ID or not. We define this property as follows:

Definition 2. An identification scheme in multi-service environment(I, 〈P,V〉, F,G)
hasunlinkability in multi-service environmentif for any probabilistic polynomial-time
algorithmA, any sufficiently largen ∈ N, and anyb 6= b′ ∈ {0, 1}n,

Pr[A(gU (b), gU (b′)) = 1] − Pr[A(gU (b), gW (b′))] = 1| <
1

p(n)

and

|Pr[A(IfU (b)(gU (b)), IfU (b′)(gU (b′))) = 1]

− Pr[A(IfU (b)(gU (b)), IfW (b′)(gW (b′))) = 1]| <
1

p(n)
,

whereU and W are random variables independently and uniformly distributed over
{0, 1}n.



As an example of “linkable” schemes, we consider an identification scheme in
multi-service environment in which the same secret-key and pseudonym (we assume
they are unique for each user ID) are used for all the service providers. That is, we
assume that for anya, fa andga are functions which output the same string on any
input b, that is, for anya ∈ {0, 1}n and anyb, b′ ∈ {0, 1}n, fa(b) = fa(b′) and
ga(b) = ga(b′). In this scheme, it is trivial to check whether or not two pseudonyms
for distinct service providers are related to the same user. If an algorithmA′ outputs
1 if the first input equals the second input, and outputs 0 otherwise, it then holds that
Pr[A′(gU (b), gU (b′)) = 1] = 1 andPr[A′(gU (b), gW (b′)) = 1] < 1/p(n). Hence this
scheme does not have unlinkability in multi-service environment.

4 Identification Scheme Achieving Impersonation Resistance,
Unlinkability, Memory Efficiency, and Personalization

In this section, we propose an identification scheme in multi-service environment which
satisfies impersonation resistance against insiders, unlinkability in multi-service envi-
ronment, memory efficiency on auxiliary input tape, and personalization by using an
identification scheme and pseudorandom functions [8].

4.1 Proposed Scheme

We explain the overview of our proposed scheme. Assume that each user stores two
functions to generate his/her pseudonyms and secret-key. First, after receiving a service
ID, a user generates the pair of the pseudonym and the secret-key with the service ID
and his/her functions. Next, the user and the corresponding service provider follow an
identification protocol. In order to evaluate our scheme, we further modify the definition
of identification schemes.

Extension of Identification Scheme for Construction of Our SchemeFor any func-
tion f , let 〈f〉 be the description of an algorithm which on an inputx returnsf(x), and
we assume any Turing machine can execute the algorithm which computef if the ma-
chine is given the description〈f〉. If 〈P,V〉 is an identification protocol and〈P ′,V ′〉 is
the extended identification protocol w.r.t.〈P,V〉, the re-extended identification protocol
〈P ′′,V ′〉 w.r.t. 〈P,V〉 is constructed as follows:

– P ′′ is an ITM which first reads〈fa〉 and 〈ga〉 on the auxiliary input tape. After
readingb on the common input tape,P ′′ computesfa(b) andga(b). Next,P ′′ reads
fa(b) andga(b) instead of reading the auxiliary inputs, α of P ′, and then behaves
in the same manner asP ′.

Our proposed scheme is a quadruplet of a verifying-key generating algorithmI,
a re-extended identification protocol〈P ′′,V ′〉, pseudorandom functionsF , andG. In
what follows, we show that our identification scheme satisfies impersonation resistance
against insiders, unlinkability in multi-service environment, memory efficiency on aux-
iliary input tape, and personalization.



Pseudorandom FunctionsA pseudorandom function, which is a multi-set of functions
that map strings to strings, cannot be distinguished from a truly random function.

An oracle machineis a Turing machine with an additional tape, called the oracle
tape, and two special states, called oracle invocation and oracle appeared. For config-
urations with states different from oracle invocation, the next configuration is defined
as usual. Letγ be a configuration in which the state is oracle invocation, the oracle is a
functionf , and the contents of the oracle tape isq. Then the configuration followingγ
is identical toγ, except that the state is oracle appeared, and the content of the oracle
tape isf(q). For any oracle machineM and functionf , letMf denote the output ofM
when given access to the oraclef . The stringq is calledM’s queryandf(q) is called
theoracle reply.

Definition 3. A multi-setF = {fx : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n}x∈{0,1}n is called apseudo-
random function, if for any probabilistic polynomial-time oracle machineM , and any
sufficiently largen ∈ N,

|Pr[MfU (1n) = 1] − Pr[MH(1n) = 1]| <
1

p(n)
,

whereU is a random variable uniformly distributed over{0, 1}n andH is a random
variable uniformly distributed over all functions from{0, 1}n to {0, 1}n.

The following three lemmas are used to prove the impersonation resistance and un-
linkability in multi-service environment of our identification scheme. The next lemma
follows from Definition 3.

Lemma 3. For any pseudorandom functionsF , any b ∈ {0, 1}n, any probabilistic
polynomial-time algorithmA, and anyx ∈ {0, 1}n,

|Pr[A(fU (b), x) = 1] − Pr[A(W,x) = 1]| <
1

p(n)

whereU and W are random variables independently and uniformly distributed over
{0, 1}n.

Proof. According to Definition 3, the oracle reply which is given by the random vari-
ableH distributed over all functions on any query is obviously a random variable uni-
formly distributed over{0, 1}n. Assuming for contrary that there exists a probabilistic
polynomial-time algorithmA′ such that for somex′ ∈ {0, 1}n and some polynomial
q(n) of n,

|Pr[A′(fU (b′), x′) = 1] − Pr[A′(W,x′) = 1]| ≥ 1
q(n)

.

LetM′ be a probabilistic polynomial-time oracle machine which receives the oracle
reply fU (b′) on a queryb′ and then invokesA′ on inputsfU (b′) andx′. Then we have
that

|Pr[M′fU (1n) = 1] − Pr[M′H(1n) = 1]| ≥ 1
q(n)

,

which contradicts Definition 3 of pseudorandom functions. 2



The following lemma can be shown similarly to Lemma 3.

Lemma 4. For any pseudorandom functionF , any b ∈ {0, 1}n, any probabilistic
polynomial-time algorithmA,B, and anyx ∈ {0, 1}n,

|Pr[A(B(fU (b), x)) = 1] − Pr[A(B(W,x)) = 1]| <
1

p(n)
,

whereU and W are random variables independently and uniformly distributed over
{0, 1}n.

The following lemma can be shown similarly to Lemma 4 since any joint computa-
tion can be simulated by a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm.

Lemma 5. For any pseudorandom functionsF andG, anyb ∈ {0, 1}n, any probabilis-
tic polynomial-time algorithmA, any protocol〈B, C〉 of probabilistic polynomial-time
ITMs, and anyx ∈ {0, 1}n,

|Pr[A(〈B(fU (b), x), C〉(gU (b), y)) = 1]

− Pr[A(〈B(W,x), C〉(X, y)) = 1]| <
1

p(n)
,

whereU , W , and X are random variables independently and uniformly distributed
over{0, 1}n.

4.2 Evaluation of Impersonation Resistance

In this section, we show that our proposed scheme in multi-service environment using
pseudorandom functions asF andG satisfies impersonation resistance against insiders.

First, we prove that an identification scheme in multi-service environment with
pseudorandom functions has impersonation resistance against insiders.

Theorem 2. For any identification scheme in multi-service environment(I, 〈P,V〉,
F,G) such thatF and G are pseudorandom functions, any pair(B′,B′′) of proba-
bilistic polynomial-time ITMs, any sufficiently largen ∈ N, anyb ∈ {0, 1}n, and any
z,

Pr[〈B′′(z, T ′),V〉(gU (b), IfU (b)(gU (b))) = 1] <
1

p(n)
,

whereU is a random variable uniformly distributed over{0, 1}n andT ′ is a random
variable describing the output ofB′(z) after interacting withP(fU (b)), on common
input (gU (b), IfU (b)(gU (b))), for polynomially many times.

Proof. For any probabilistic algorithmA , there exists a deterministic algorithmA′

that outputsA′(r, x) = Ar(x) on inputx and random coinsr. According to Lemma 4
and Lemma 5, it holds that for any probabilistic polynomial-time algorithmA and any
b ∈ {0, 1}n,

|Pr[A(〈P(fU (b)),B′〉(gU (b), IfU (b)(gU (b)))) = 1]

− Pr[A(〈P(W ),B′〉(gU (b), IW (gU (b))) = 1]| <
1

p(n)
,



whereU andW are random variables uniformly and independently distributed over
{0, 1}n. Therefore, it holds that

|Pr[〈B′′(z, T ′),V〉(gU (b), IfU (b)(gU (b))) = 1]

− Pr[〈B′′(z, T ), V 〉(gU (b), IW (gU (b))) = 1]| <
1

p(n)
,

whereT = 〈P(W ),B′〉(gU (b), IW (gU (b))) andT ′ = 〈P(fU (b)),B′〉(gU (b), IfU (b)(gU (b))).
According to the definition of impersonation resistance against insiders in Definition 1,

Pr[〈B′′(z, T ), V 〉(gU (b), IW (gU (b))) = 1] <
1

p(n)
,

hence

Pr[〈B′′(z, T ′), V 〉(gU (b), IfU (b)(gU (b))) = 1] <
1

p(n)
.

2

In the case where the common tape includesb in addition, it is can be proven that the
scheme has impersonation resistance against insiders. The next theorem follows from
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2:

Theorem 3. If a pair (I, 〈P,V〉) is an identification scheme, then our proposed identi-
fication scheme, which is a quadruplet ofI, re-extended identification protocol〈P ′′,V ′〉
w.r.t. 〈P,V〉 and pseudorandom functionsF , andG, satisfies the following properties:

– Viability : for anyn ∈ N, anya ∈ {0, 1}n and anyb ∈ {0, 1}n,

Pr[〈P ′(〈fa〉, 〈ga〉),V ′〉(b, Ifa(b)(ga(b))) = 1] = 1.

– Impersonation resistance against insiders: for any pair (B′,B′′) of probabilistic
polynomial-time ITMs, any sufficiently largen ∈ N, anyb ∈ {0, 1}n and anyz,

Pr[〈B′′(z, T ′),V ′〉(b, IfU (b)(gU (b))) = 1] <
1

p(n)
,

whereU is a random variable uniformly distributed over{0, 1}n andT ′ is a ran-
dom variable describing the output ofB′(z) after interacting withP ′(〈fU 〉, 〈gU 〉),
on common inputb andIfU (b)(gU (b)) , for polynomially many times.

4.3 Evaluation of Unlinkability in Multi-Service Environment

In this section, we prove that our proposed identification schemes satisfies unlinkability
in multi-service environment.

Theorem 4. Our proposed identification scheme(I, 〈P ′′,V ′〉, F,G) has unlinkability
in multi-service environment.



Proof. According to Lemma 3,

|Pr[A(gU (b), gU (b′)) = 1] − Pr[A(gU (b), X) = 1]| <
1

p(n)
(1)

and

|Pr[A(gU (b), gW (b′)) = 1] − Pr[A(gU (b), Y ) = 1]| <
1

p(n)
, (2)

whereU , W , X, andY are random variables independently and uniformly distributed
over{0, 1}n. X andY follow the same distribution, hence

|Pr[A(gU (b), X) = 1] − Pr[A(gU (b), Y ) = 1]| <
1

p(n)
. (3)

According to Inequalities (1), (2), and (3),

|Pr[A(gU (b), gU (b′)) = 1] − Pr[A(gU (b), gW (b′))] = 1| <
1

p(n)
. (4)

In a similar way, according to Lemma 4,

|Pr[A(IfU (b)(gU (b)), IfU (b′)(gU (b′))) = 1]

− Pr[A(IfU (b)(gU (b)), IX(Y )) = 1]| <
1

p(n)
(5)

and

|Pr[A(IfU (b)(gU (b)), IfW (b′)(gW (b′))) = 1]

− Pr[A(IfU (b)(gU (b)), IZ(Q)) = 1]| <
1

p(n)
, (6)

whereU , W , X, Y , Z andQ are random variables independently and uniformly dis-
tributed over{0, 1}n. X andZ follow the same distribution andY andQ follow the
same distribution, hence

|Pr[A(IfU (b)(gU (b)), IX(Y )) = 1]

− Pr[A(IfU (b)(gU (b)), IZ(Q)) = 1]| <
1

p(n)
. (7)

According to Inequalities (5), (6), and (7),

|Pr[A(IfU (b)(gU (b)), IfU (b′)(gU (b′))) = 1]

− Pr[A(IfU (b)(gU (b)), IfW (b′)(gW (b′))) = 1]| <
1

p(n)
.
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4.4 Memory Efficiency on Auxiliary Input Tape

The auxiliary input tape ofP ′′ of our proposed identification scheme corresponds to
the memory of each smart card of our authentication system. The memory efficiency on
auxiliary input tape of identification schemes is defined as follows:

Definition 4. An identification scheme in multi-service environment(I, 〈P,V〉, F,G)
hasmemory-efficiency on auxiliary input tapeif the length of the auxiliary input tape
of P is independent of the number of service providers.

There exist algorithms such that they computefa andga and the length of their
descriptions is independent of the number of service providers. Therefore, we have the
following theorem:

Theorem 5. Our proposed identification scheme(I, 〈P ′′,V ′〉, F,G) has memory-efficiency
on auxiliary input tape.

4.5 Personalization

The property of personalization is defined as follows:

Definition 5. An identification scheme in multi-service environment(I, 〈P,V〉, F,G)
haspersonalization, if for any sufficiently largen ∈ N and anyb ∈ {0, 1}n,

Pr[fU (b) = fW (b)] <
1

p(n)
and Pr[gU (b) = gW (b)] <

1
p(n)

whereU andW are uniformly and independently distributed over{0, 1}n.

If F andG are pseudorandom functions, the scheme clearly has personalization
because of the property of pseudorandom functions.

Theorem 6. Our proposed identification scheme(I, 〈P ′′,V ′〉, F,G) has personaliza-
tion.

5 An Example of Implementation

In this section, we show an example of implementation of our authentication system.
The implementation is based on the Schnorr identification scheme [12], and uses a
collision-free hash function instead of pseudorandom functions. We then estimate an
overhead with respect to the run time of our scheme.

5.1 The Schnorr Identification Scheme

As an example of identification schemes, we introduce the scheme proposed by Schnorr [12].
The scheme is a three-move identification scheme based on the discrete logarithm prob-
lem. Bellare and Paracio [3] showed that the scheme is secure on the assumption that



the one more inversion problem for discrete logarithm is hard in terms of an interactive
computation.

The verifying-key generating algorithm in the Schnorr identification scheme outputs
(p, q, g,X) on inputs ∈ {0, 1}k for a security parameterk ∈ N, wherep is a prime
number such that2k−1 ≤ p < 2k, q is a prime divisor ofp − 1, g is a generator of
a subgroup ofZ∗

p of orderq, andX is gs mod p. In our system,(p, q, g) is regarded
as common parameters and(p, q, g) can be computed independently ofX. Hence the
verifying-key generating algorithm can be divided into the algorithmC, which outputs
(p, q, g) on input1k, and the algorithmI ′, which outputsX on inputs.

The Schnorr identification protocol is shown as follows and in Fig.1.

1. P choosesy ∈ Zq randomly, computesgy mod p, and send the result asY to V;
2. V choosesc ∈ Zq randomly and sendsc toP;
3. P computesy + cs mod q and sends the result asz to V;
4. V outputs1 if gz = Y Xc (mod p), and0 otherwise.

pgXs
Cgqp s k

k
mod}1,0{ )1(),,( $ $

←←
← pgY Zy yq mod$←←

qcsyz mod+←
01←←

=
delse dthen YXgIf cz

Setting Identification
cY,α
z

qc Ζ←$
)(sP )(XV

Fig. 1.The Schnorr identification scheme.

5.2 The Implementation of Our Authentication System

Let{u1, u2, . . . , u`} be the set ofusersand{s1, s2, . . . , sm} the set ofservice providers.
Each user secretly stores his/her user ID in his/her smart card. Let{a1, a2, . . . , a`} be
the set of user IDs. A userui is associated with his/her user IDai, and if i 6= j, then
ai 6= aj . Each service provider is labelled by his/her service ID, which is the public
identifier. Let{b1, b2, . . . , bm} be the set of the service IDs. A service providersj is
associated with his service IDbj , and if i 6= j, thenbi 6= bj .

We use a collision-free hash function in place of pseudorandom functions. More
concretely,h(0 ‖ a ‖ b) andh(1 ‖ a ‖ b) are used asfa(b) andga(b) in the system re-
spectively, whereh denotes a collision-free hash function and‖ denotes concatenation.

In our authentication system, there is amanagerM , which sets up several parame-
ters. First, we show the preparation procedure which is operated byM .



– Startup: M chooses a security parameterk ∈ N, and computes(p, q, g) with the
algorithmC.

– Registration of Users:When a new userui requests to join in the system,M issues
a smart card which storesai ∈ {0, 1}k − {a1, a2, . . . ai−1} chosen randomly and
(p, q, g) to ui.

– Registration of Services:When a new service providersj requests to join in the
system,M sendsbj ∈ {0, 1}k − {b1, b2, . . . bi−1} chosen randomly and(p, q, g)
to sj . ThenM computes pairs(h(0 ‖ ai ‖ bj), h(1 ‖ ai ‖ bj)) for all i, and sends
pairs(h(1 ‖ ai ‖ bj), gh(0‖ai‖bj) mod p) for all i to sj .

Next, we show the identification protocol as follows and in Fig. 2.

1. ui sends an authentication query tosj .
2. sj sendsbj to ui.
3. ui computes a pair(h(0 ‖ ai ‖ bj), h(1 ‖ ai ‖ bj)) and sendsh(1 ‖ ai ‖ bj) to sj .
4. sj specifies the correspondinggh(0‖ai‖bj) mod p from h(1 ‖ ai ‖ bj).
5. ui andsj follow the Schnorr identification scheme.

ENDFORENDFOR)( mod )||||1( )||||0( )1(FOR )1(FOR )1(),,( $

XI pgX bah bahs jmi Cgqp

s s ji ji
k

=←←
← ≤≤≤≤←

αα l
pgY Zy bah bahs

yq ji ji
mod

)||||1( )||||0($←←
←←α

qcxyz mod+←
01←←

=
delse dthen YXgIf cz

Setting Identification

cY,α
jb

z
qsc XI Ζ← →$ )(α

query)( iaP )( ibV

Fig. 2.Our identification scheme based on the Schnorr identification scheme.

5.3 Discussion

A naive scheme realizing unlinkability in multi-service environment can be achieve by
storing a user’s secret-keys and pseudonyms, which are randomly chosen, in a table.
In the naive scheme, the amount of memory which a user needs is proportional to the
number of services. Using our scheme, the amount of memory does not depend on the
number of services, however, two more hash computations are required compared to the
naive scheme. Letta(b) = h(0 ‖ a ‖ b) andt′a(b) = h(1 ‖ a ‖ b). Assuming that the
sets{ta}a∈{0,1}n and{t′a}a∈{0,1}n are pseudorandom functions, the implementation
of our authentication system satisfies impersonation resistance against insiders, unlink-
ability in multi-service environment, memory efficiency, and personalization.



6 Conclusions

In this paper we proposed an authentication system in multi-service environment which
satisfies impersonation resistance, unlinkability in multi-service environment, memory
efficiency, and personalization. Due to the use of pseudorandom functions, the mem-
ory requirement for each smart card is independent of the number of services. This
is a remarkable advantage when a massive number of services utilize the system. We
showed an example of our system based on the Schnorr identification scheme, in which
pseudorandom functions are replaced with collision-free hash functions.

Our future work includes the following:

– Implementing our system with smart cards and a PC in order to measure the exe-
cution time and to compare it with that of other related authentication systems.

– A comparison of the circuit size of our implementation with a hash function and
that of a naive method using a table of pairs of a pseudonym and secret-key . We
conjecture that as the number of service providers increase, our system will become
more memory efficient than the naive method.
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